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	Written by best-selling PC repair author and educator Jean Andrews, the fifth edition of A+ Guide to Hardware: Managing, Maintaining, and Troubleshooting maps fully to CompTIA's 2009 A+ Exam objectives. This full-color guide is the most complete, step-by-step book available for learning the fundamentals of supporting and troubleshooting computer hardware. At the same time, it prepares readers to successfully pass the A+ 220-701 and 220-702 exams. The new edition is formatted to support any teaching or learning style and course format, featuring an essentials-to-practical organization within each chapter and inclusion of tabs distinguishing exam content. Further content and live demonstrations with Jean Andrews are available on the accompanying CD, making this new edition a total solution for hardware maintenance and repair.
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Keywords in Radical Philosophy and Education (Critical Understanding in Education)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	While education is an inherently political field and practice, and while the political struggles that radical philosophy takes up necessarily involve education, there remains much to be done at the intersection of education and radical philosophy. That so many intense political struggles today actually center educational processes and...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows 7 AdministrationSybex, 2010

	A comprehensive guide for IT administrators deploying Windows 7


	Using a task-focused approach and clear, no-nonsense instructions, this book delivers all the information you'll need to deploy and manage Windows 7 efficiently and securely. Learn how to install, configure, run, and troubleshoot Windows 7; explore advanced...
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Bioremediation and Sustainability: Research and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Bioremediation and Sustainability is an up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of research and applications for some of the most important low-cost, "green," emerging technologies in chemical and environmental engineering. 
...
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The Handbook of Information Systems ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This book provides a fresh perspective on issues related to IS research by providing chapters from world-renowned leaders in IS research along with chapters from relative newcomers who bring some interesting and often new perspectives to IS research.

The field of information systems research is undergoing subtle changes as it seeks to...
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Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge SynthesisCRC Press, 2013

	Integrating ideas from the fields of systems science and knowledge science, Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge Synthesis shows how to create and justify various pieces of knowledge systemically. Written by one of the foremost experts in this area, the book presents approaches for the systemic...
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Deep Learning with PyTorch: A practical approach to building neural network models using PyTorchPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build neural network models in text, vision and advanced analytics using PyTorch

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn PyTorch for implementing cutting-edge deep learning algorithms.
	
			Train your neural networks for higher speed and flexibility and learn how to implement them in various...
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